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Abstract
Variation in practice of medicine is one of the major health policy issues of today.
Ultimately, it is related to physicians’ decision making. Similar patients with similar
likelihood of having disease are often managed by different doctors differently: some
doctors may elect to observe the patient, others decide to act based on diagnostic testing and
yet others may elect to treat without testing. We explain these differences in practice by
differences in disease probability thresholds at which physicians decide to act: contextual
social and clinical factors and emotions such as regret affect the threshold by influencing
the way doctors integrate objective data related to treatment and testing. However, depend-
ing on a theoretical construct each of the physician’s behaviour can be considered rational.
In fact, we showed that the current regulatory policies lead to predictably low thresholds for
most decisions in contemporary practice. As a result, we may expect continuing motivation
for overuse of treatment and diagnostic tests. We argue that rationality should take into
account both formal principles of rationality and human intuitions about good decisions
along the lines of Rawls’ ‘reflective equilibrium/considered judgment’. In turn, this can
help define a threshold model that is empirically testable.

Current clinical practice is characterized by large variation: similar
patients under similar conditions are frequently managed differ-
ently [1]. Although some practice variation is warranted [2], much
of it results in either underuse or overuse of health interventions,
yielding uneven health outcomes among similar patients, waste
and high health care costs [3]. Aiming to reduce variation in
patient care, current policy initiatives target exogenous factors
such as improvement in coordination of care, appropriate use of
medical technologies and financial incentives. Although these
factors are undoubtedly important, most variation in care is a result
of the way physicians make their decisions. The realization that
human judgment is of profound importance for health and social
policy [4] has also been highlighted by the US Institute of Med-
icine’s recent report on variation of care, which concluded ‘target

decision making, not geography’. [5] It follows then that if we
want to improve health care and reduce costs, we should under-
stand and improve the way doctors make decisions [4]. We hypoth-
esize that the observed practice variation is related to individual
physicians’ differences in action thresholds, particularly when
they act under conditions of diagnostic uncertainty. The threshold
approach to decision making indicates that when faced with uncer-
tainty about whether to order a test, or treat a patient who may or
may not have a disease, there must exist some probability at which
a physician is indifferent between administering versus not admin-
istering treatment [6], or observing the patient versus ordering a
diagnostic test versus treating without testing [7]. According to the
threshold model, the physicians should act when benefits of action
(say, treatment or testing) outweigh its harms [6,7]. However,
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integration of diagnostic accuracy information with treatment ben-
efits and harms within the framework of the threshold model can
occur via different cognitive and decision-making mechanisms
that give rise to different theoretical accounts of the threshold
model [8]. The question then becomes which one of these theo-
retical accounts can be accepted as the most rational behaviour in
clinical practice?

There are numerous theories of decision making, generally
grouped into three classes: normative, descriptive and prescriptive.
Normative theories rely on mathematical analyses to help derive
the optimal course of action. They typically employ expected
utility theory (EUT), the basis of applied decision analysis.
(Expected utility is the weighted average: combined utility of all
possible health outcomes following a decision, weighted by the
corresponding probability of these outcomes.) According to EUT,
rational choice is associated with selection of the alternative with
higher expected utility, such as higher quality-adjusted life years.
Importantly, EUT is the only theory of choice that satisfies all
mathematical axioms of rational decision making. Thus, it appears
to make sense to use decision analysis at bedside and in policy
decision making, as the US Preventive Services Task Force did in
identifying the optimal test for colorectal cancer screening [9].

The problem is that decades of empirical research have demon-
strated that people routinely violate the precepts of EUT, and thus
do not behave according to EUT’s standard of rationality. The
descriptive theories of decision making attempt to explain why
people may act differently from what they normatively should do
(‘is’ vs. ‘should’). In clinical medicine, this is often because deci-
sion making relies on intuition, heuristic cognitive strategies [10]
and habit, and is shaped by emotions and other experiential and
contextual factors integral to every clinical encounter.

Recognizing how people think, prescriptive decision-making
theories seek ways to assist them in making approximately nor-
mative decisions. Thus, in medicine, prescriptive theories guide
attempts to inculcate EUT into clinical practice. A convenient
formulation of EUT, which accommodates physicians’ assessment
of the likelihood of disease and balancing of treatment’s benefits
and harms, is to act according to the ‘threshold model’ [7]. When
considering ordering a diagnostic test [7], this model creates three
decision fields, separated by two thresholds: if the disease prob-
ability is below the test threshold physicians should observe the
patient, between the testing and the treatment thresholds they
should order a test and act accordingly, and above the treatment
threshold they should treat without further testing.

This framework is more tractable for clinical practice than more
complex decision analysis, as it summarizes multiple considera-
tions into a small set of ideas. The EUT threshold model stipulates
that as the therapeutic benefit/harm ratio increases, the threshold
probability at which treatment is justified is lowered [7]. Con-
versely, when treatment’s benefit/harm ratio is smaller, the
required threshold for therapeutic action will be higher [7]. For
example, the benefit/harm ratio for treating someone with sus-
pected pulmonary tuberculosis is anywhere between 15 and 36
[11]. With that EUT threshold, it is rational for physicians to
administer anti-tuberculosis treatment when the probability of
tuberculosis exceeds 2–6% [11,12]. However, as discussed earlier,
doctors do not behave according to the EUT standard of rationality
and physicians most frequently indicate that they would not treat a
patient suspected of tuberculosis below a threshold between 20%

and 50% [11,13]. Despite the fact that expected utility is greatest
when all patients above this low probability (2–6%) are treated,
these doctors fear that many patients with probability of tubercu-
losis above 6% will be ‘false positives’ and thus receive unneces-
sary treatment (Fig. 1). Similar variation in treatment thresholds
has been observed in decisions about pulmonary embolism,
malaria, allogeneic transplant for acute leukaemia and H1N1
vaccine [8]. In some cases, such as decision to undergo transplant,
physicians have only ‘one shot’ to make their decisions; in other
settings such as management of chronic diseases, doctors may
re-evaluate their decisions based on the patient’s clinical features.
In either case, the EUT theoretical threshold for action often dra-
matically differs from the physicians’ personal thresholds.

Variation in decision making can be explained using the thresh-
old model as a descriptive theory: physicians act as if they refer to
different thresholds, which in turn could be due to different ways
of cognitively assessing disease probability or the consequences of
treatments, or of integrating treatment benefits and harms. This
directs attention to the factors that may affect each of these pro-
cesses, such as emotions, regret of omission versus commission,
financial incentives, poor quality evidence, application of average
data to individual patients and individual differences in subjective
judgments of risk assessment and disease prevalence. Understand-
ing cognitive mechanisms that affect action thresholds may have
important policy implications and can complement approaches to
understanding practice variation that focus on systemic factors [4].

In some cases, physicians act as if they have a higher treatment
or testing threshold than an EUT analysis would prescribe, imply-
ing that they are more sensitive to harms than benefits. Countering
their over-perception of harms or heightening their awareness of
benefits would reduce underuse. In other situations, physicians use
a lower threshold than analysis would recommend, consistent with
over-awareness of the benefits or neglect of potential harms of
false positives. Clarifying the true benefits, or ‘advertising’ the
harms, could reduce overuse. Note, however, because there are few
tests causing immediately obvious harms, and because the regula-
tory agencies only approve treatments with benefits outweighing
its harms, the thresholds – the ones based on the ‘gold’ standard
rationality of EUT – are predictably low for most decisions in
contemporary practice. As a result, we may expect continuing
motivation for overuse, which would counter the current efforts to
eliminate waste.

Our threshold hypothesis is empirically testable. Different
threshold models based on EUT [14], regret-based [15], hybrid-
based (combination of regret and EUT model) [16,17] or dual
processing model [15] have been tested in small studies using
vignette-based scenarios. Although limited evidence seems to
suggest that non-EUT threshold models describe physician behav-
iour better, larger surveys, and in particular studies of the relation
between the stated and/or computed thresholds and actual practice
patterns, are needed to address our hypothesis more definitively.
We predict that EUT threshold models will be supplemented if not
supplanted by non-EUT account of threshold decision making.

Because we stipulate that we cannot rely on normative EUT as
a rational tool to reduce underuse or curb the waste, overuse and
unnecessary treatment and testing, we suggest that we should
re-assess rationality by taking into account both formal principles
of rationality and human intuitions about good decisions [8].
Stanovich [18,19] argues that we frequently deviate from the
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rationality of EUT because our species engages in reflective pro-
cessing, which takes contextualization, symbolic values and
higher order preferences into account, none of which are typically
built into the EUT models. Miles et al. [20] contend that decision
making has to rely on the concepts of person-centred health care
that insist on social and humanistic ideals of care for the sick.
Taking these views into account can further illustrate how context
and symbolic complexity may violate standard normative princi-
ples of rationality. For example, one way to curb over escalating
health care costs is to make decisions about coverage for health
services using cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) [21], a poster
child of EUT. CEA is typically conducted from a particular society

perspective. According to blank prescription of CEA, it would be
irrational to cover services such as allogeneic transplant for a
refugee or an undocumented immigrant. Yet, these services are
often covered because symbolic utility plays a crucial role in
human rationality: it would be counter to our humanistic values if
we turn back on other people who are as every bit humans as we
are [18,19]. When our policies clash with the way we uniquely
experience this person who is in front of us, the group interests
become less important [22]. After all, who is to say that one day
we, or our dear ones, cannot find ourselves in the similar predica-
ments where we could only be saved by reasoning based on
humanistic principles? Or, imagine the effect of contextual factors

Figure 1 How much diagnostic certainty is needed before treating a patient? The graph illustrates regret theoretical approach why many physicians
require higher level of diagnostic certainty and do not treat according to expected utility theory (EUT). When treatment benefits outweigh harms by
19 times, according to EUT we should administer treatment at the threshold of 5%. However, most physicians require higher level of diagnostic
certainty (50%) to avoid regret of treating many healthy patients even though treating at this low (5%) threshold is associated with much higher life
expectancy (LE) than acting on non-EUT (regret based) threshold of 50%. That is, acting at low (5%) of the threshold leads to treatment of many more
healthy (shown in green) than diseased patients (shown in red). The opposite holds when our decisions are regret driven: we treat many more patients
who have disease even though such a strategy is associated with lower LE. (The graph is based on data for treatment of smear-negative tuberculosis
and assuming that 40-year-old patient with treated tuberculosis (TB) has LE of 38 years vs. the patient with untreated tuberculosis (TB) who has LE
of 5 years. It is important to note that a different theoretical framework may generate different results).
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on our choices, which are typically not used in standard EUT
analyses. According to EUT, our choice should be context inde-
pendent: if we prefer x over y, we should not choose y if the choice
is presented as x versus y versus z. Stanovich [18] illustrates this
situation with this compelling example. Imagine that you at a party
where you saw one apple in a bowl. The apple is your favourite
fruit, and you certainly prefer it over nothing. However, ‘taking the
last apple in the bowl when I am in public’ [18] may not be socially
acceptable, so you decide not help yourself with it. That is, you
preferred ‘nothing’ (y) over the apple (x). A few minutes later, the
host puts a pear (z) in the bowl. You face the same choice again:
apple (x) versus nothing (y) versus pear (z). This time, however,
you pick up your apple – the context has entirely affected your
choice contrary to the standard normative theory [18]. This
example is not of theoretical importance only; the context dramati-
cally affect people’s choices [23] and even the results of clinical
research [23].

Paying attention to these uniquely human provenance of ideas
requires re-definition of traditional rationality based solely on nor-
mative EUT, supplementing it with a descriptive acknowledge-
ment of human reflective rationality, striving to integrate all
aspects relevant to the assessment and weighing of the benefits and
harms of medical practice – medical, humanistic and socio-
economic – within a coherent reasoning system. No formula or
algorithm can substitute for this multidimensional reflective
rationality, which philosopher John Rawls [24] called ‘reflective
equilibrium/considered judgment’, but we may improve decision
making if we ask physicians (1) to explicitly state their diagnostic
or treatment threshold and (2) to reflect on their choice and con-
sider the appropriateness of our intuitions and emotions to our
chosen decision threshold [18,19]. In time, this approach may
result in further building the consensus on ‘rational decision
making’ in medicine and, we suspect, would improve the current
large and unsatisfactory variation in health care.
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